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Researchers in the United Kingdom recently farmed one hectare of
cropland with nothing but hands-free equipment. | Harper Adams
University photo

Researchers showcase ‘the future of farming’ using
autonomous vehicles to plant, treat and harvest one
hectare of barley
The mission: to plant, treat and harvest one hectare of barley
using only autonomous farm equipment.
Mission accomplished.
The feat occurred this year in a field at Harper Adams University in the United Kingdom, and university
researcher Jonathan Gill, one of the self-professed geeks behind the project, considers it a rubicon in the future
of farming.
“We wanted to break down the perceptions of what can actually be done with agricultural technology,” Gill told
those at the Farming Smarter conference in Lethbridge earlier this month.
“Everybody thinks it’s really, really difficult, that it’s well off into the future and (we) just wanted to really
show that the capabilities are there now.”
Gill and his team equipped a tractor and an older model combine with modern technology allowing them to
operate the equipment autonomously. The tractor and its system cost about $60,000 and pulled a drill
calibrated in a nearby plot and then used on the hands-free hectare, which is 2.5 acres.
The combine, 25 years old with a two-metre header, used laser scanners to reap an estimated 67 bushels per
acre from the plot.
It “worked as well as a brand-spanking new Lexion,” said Gill, albeit operating at an average speed of about
four km-h.
The team also developed a scout vehicle, adapted from an old wheelchair, which it sent to the field in the early
crop stages for soil and plant samples to determine fertilizer and herbicide needs.
They also used soil maps and drones with multi-spectral cameras to check the crop later in the season. One
drone was equipped with grabbers to pull some plants and carry them off the field so the team could determine
ripeness.
From start to finish, autonomous equipment was used for pre-seed herbicide application, planting, rolling,
fertilizing, applying herbicides and fungicides and a pre-harvest desiccant and finally, combining.

“After doing nine applications with our tractor, we got quite confident with our system,” said Gill, who fondly
recalled eating fish and chips while watching the farm equipment work.
“We wanted to make sure that all agricultural machinery was able to be adjusted into our methodology.”
Gill said autonomous technology has been in the hands of major farm equipment manufacturers for a while,
but they’ve instead concentrated on the push for larger, faster equipment and implements.
The Hands Free Hectare project garnered international attention, which was also a goal for Gill and his team.
Social media was liberally used to show the project as it progressed.
“I wanted to make sure that the world saw that a crop and agriculture was exciting. This entire industry is kind
of backwards in the understanding of how technology can actually be used to actually make our lives a little bit
better,” he said.
A second season and a crop of winter wheat is now planned, “to prove it wasn’t a fluke” but also to explore ways
to improve yield through better crop sensing and agronomics.
Why attempt a hands-free hectare in the first place?
Gill said autonomous equipment on a wider scale could address farming problems such as limited time
windows, cost of machinery, limited labour and soil compaction caused by large machines.
He also said that lack of resolution in current precision farming methods make it difficult to make best use of
the information because of large machine size. Robots could move variable rate applications to the individual
plant level.
Details on the project can be found at handsfreehectare.com.

